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protein, swine are nothing short of a gastronomic godsend—yet their flesh is banned in many cultures, and
the animals themselves are maligned as filthy, lazy brutes. As historian Mark Essig reveals in Lesser
Beasts, swine have such a bad reputation for precisely the same reasons they are so valuable as a source of
food: they are intelligent, self-sufficient, and omnivorous. What’s more, he argues, we ignore our historic
partnership with these astonishing animals at our peril. Tracing the interplay of pig biology and human
culture from Neolithic villages 10,000 years ago to modern industrial farms, Essig blends culinary and
natural history to demonstrate the vast importance of the pig and the tragedy of its modern treatment at
the hands of humans. Pork, Essig explains, has long been a staple of the human diet, prized in societies
from Ancient Rome to dynastic China to the contemporary American South. Yet pigs’ ability to track down
and eat a wide range of substances (some of them distinctly unpalatable to humans) and convert them into
edible meat has also led people throughout history to demonize the entire species as craven and unclean.
Today’s unconscionable system of factory farming, Essig explains, is only the latest instance of humans
taking pigs for granted, and the most recent evidence of how both pigs and people suffer when our
symbiotic relationship falls out of balance. An expansive, illuminating history of one of our most vital yet
unsung food animals, Lesser Beasts turns a spotlight on the humble creature that, perhaps more than any
other, has been a mainstay of civilization since its very beginnings—whether we like it or not.
Lidgate's: The Meat Cookbook - Danny Lidgate 2016-04-07
"They put their customers first and are proof that natural produce, service and knowledge are a formidable
combination." - Sir Richard Branson "Lidgate's... the best bird you can buy; a good turkey reared well is
what makes all the difference." - Nigella Lawson A good butcher shop is part of a community - a place of
knowledge and trust. Founded in 1870, Lidgate's is a 160-year-old family business that has become a
treasured landmark in London's Holland Park. Bring their knowledge into your own kitchen with a
cookbook that focuses on helping you achieve the best-tasting meat at home. These recipes highlight
everything you need to know in order to cook any cut to its optimum flavour. Rather than a lengthy farm
manual, or a nose-to-tail guide to eating, you'll find simple ingredient pairings, creative ideas for every
occasion and secrets of the trade.
The Forager Chef's Book of Flora - Alan Bergo 2021-06-24
“In this remarkable new cookbook, Bergo provides stories, photographs and inventive recipes.”—Star
Tribune As Seen on NBC's The Today Show! "With a passion for bringing a taste of the wild to the table,
[Bergo’s] inspiration for experimentation shows in his inventive dishes created around ingredients found in
his own backyard."—Tastemade From root to flower—and featuring 180 recipes and over 230 of the
author’s own beautiful photographs—explore the edible plants we find all around us with the Forager Chef
Alan Bergo as he breaks new culinary ground! In The Forager Chef’s Book of Flora you’ll find the exotic to
the familiar—from Ramp Leaf Dumplings to Spruce Tip Panna Cotta to Crisp Fiddlehead Pickles—with Chef
Bergo’s unique blend of easy-to-follow instruction and out-of-this-world inspiration. Over the past fifteen
years, Minnesota chef Alan Bergo has become one of America’s most exciting and resourceful culinary
voices, with millions seeking his guidance through his wildly popular website and video tutorials. Bergo’s
inventive culinary style is defined by his encyclopedic curiosity, and his abiding, root-to-flower passion for
both wild and cultivated plants. Instead of waiting for fall squash to ripen, Bergo eagerly harvests their
early shoots, flowers, and young greens—taking a holistic approach to cooking with all parts of the plant,

The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science - J. Kenji López-Alt 2015-09-21
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP
Cookbook of the Year Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or
where your skill level falls."—New York Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a
charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to
make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvety-smooth as the blue box stuff, but
far tastier? How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a foolproof method that
works every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all these
questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes, delving
into the interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji shows that often,
conventional methods don’t work that well, and home cooks can achieve far better results using new—but
simple—techniques. In hundreds of easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out
how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce
into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest potato casserole ever conceived, and much
more.
PRIME: The Beef Cookbook - Richard H. Turner 2017-02-09
**FREE SAMPLER** Following the bestselling Hog comes Prime. This fantastic book is an ode to all things
beef from the ultimate authority in meat cookery. Beef is the star of many people's all-time favourite meals from steak or a cheeseburger to roast beef with all the trimmings. In Prime, beef expert Richard H. Turner
will impart his recipes for these timeless classics, as well as sharing new ways in which to enjoy this
fantastic ingredient in all it's forms. Covering every cut, every style of preparation and with recipes from
the world over - not to mention features on bovine breeds, butchering, buying your meat and more, Prime is
everything you'd want in a beef cookbook. Some of the mouth-watering recipes include: - Burmese beef
curry - New York veal parmigiana - Salt beef - Smoked brisket - Bone marrow dumplings - Chilean
empanadas - Carbonnade flamande... plus many, many more!
Michael Symon's Playing with Fire - Michael Symon 2018-04-03
Cohost of The Chew and celebrated Iron Chef and restaurateur Michael Symon returns to a favorite
subject, meat, with his first cookbook focused on barbecue and live-fire grilling, with over 70 recipes
inspired by his newest restaurant, Mabel's BBQ, in his hometown of Cleveland. In preparing to open his
barbecue restaurant, Mabel's BBQ, Michael Symon enthusiastically sampled smoked meat from across
America. The 72 finger-licking, lip-smacking recipes here draw inspiration from his favorites, including dry
ribs from Memphis, wet ribs from Nashville, brisket from Texas, pork steak from St. Louis, and burnt ends
from Kansas City--to name just a few--as well as the unique and now signature Cleveland-style barbecue he
developed to showcase the flavors of his hometown. Michael offers expert guidance on working with
different styles of grills and smokers, choosing aromatic woods for smoking, cooking various cuts of meat,
and successfully pairing proteins with rubs, sauces, and sides. If you are looking for a new guide to classic
American barbecue with the volume turned to high, look no further.
Lesser Beasts - Mark Essig 2015-05-05
Unlike other barnyard animals, which pull plows, give eggs or milk, or grow wool, a pig produces only one
thing: meat. Incredibly efficient at converting almost any organic matter into nourishing, delectable
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and discovering extraordinary new flavors and textures along the way. The Forager Chef’s Book of Flora
demonstrates how understanding the different properties and growing phases of roots, stems, leaves, and
seeds can inform your preparation of something like the head of an immature sunflower—as well as the
lesser-used parts of common vegetables, like broccoli or eggplant. As a society, we’ve forgotten this type of
old-school knowledge, including many brilliant culinary techniques that were borne of thrift and necessity.
For our own sake, and that of our planet, it’s time we remembered. And in the process, we can unlock new
flavors from the abundant landscape around us. “[An] excellent debut. . . . Advocating that plants are edible
in their entirety is one thing, but this [book] delivers the delectable means to prove it."—Publishers Weekly
"Alan Bergo was foraging in the Midwest way before it was trendy."—Outside Magazine
The Pig: Tales and Recipes from the Kitchen Garden and Beyond - Robin Hutson 2019-08-01
The Pig is a collection of restaurants with rooms in Hampshire, Devon, Dorset and Somerset - and soon in
Kent, West Sussex and Cornwall. Now, everyone can enjoy The Pig from the comfort of their own homes.
Among the pages of The Pig you will find an idiosyncratic, seasonal approach to the good life, with delicious
recipes, how-to guides, tips, tricks and stories. Inside the pages of The Pig you will find: Classic recipes
from Nan's rice pudding to proper fish pie, porchetta, gammon with parsley sauce, devilish devilled kidneys
on toast, a right old eton mess and even a pink blancmange bunny. The Pig's Guide to Pigs from identifying
different breeds and selecting the best cuts of meat to making your own sausages, crackling and
charcuterie. How to pickle, forage and identify edible flowers and suggestions on how to bring the weird
and wonderful vegetables, fruits and salads from the garden into the kitchen. Noble wine, simple food from
classic cocktails to modern twists and all the best accompaniments. Interior design recreating the comfort
and elegance of The Pig at home. Setting the scene, The Pigs top tips on hosting your own festivals,
summer feasts and winter gatherings, including creating the perfect playlist to the best recipes to cook
outdoors. Praise for The Pigs: Rick Stein: 'Dinner, bed and breakfast at The Pig, any Pig, is a comforting
thought of some lovely flavoured pork, a British abundance of vegetables and some fabulous red wine.' The
Sunday Times: 'There isn't a trace of cynicism here - just enthusiasm, craft and people who love what they
do, creating a place you really, really don't want to leave.' The Financial Times 'Some inherited memory of a
weekend with grandparents I never had... a little bohemian, and unbelievably good at cooking.' Tom Parker
Bowles 'The Pig revolutionised the country house hotel, creating a true home away from home. No pomp or
pretence, just beautiful rooms and magnificent food with produce from their own kitchen gardens. Where
The Pig goes, the others follow.'
Meathead - Meathead Goldwyn 2016-05-17
New York Times Bestseller Named "22 Essential Cookbooks for Every Kitchen" by SeriousEats.com Named
"25 Favorite Cookbooks of All Time" by Christopher Kimball Named "Best Cookbooks Of 2016" by Chicago
Tribune, BBC, Wired, Epicurious, Leite's Culinaria Named "100 Best Cookbooks of All Time" by Southern
Living Magazine For succulent results every time, nothing is more crucial than understanding the science
behind the interaction of food, fire, heat, and smoke. This is the definitive guide to the concepts, methods,
equipment, and accessories of barbecue and grilling. The founder and editor of the world's most popular
BBQ and grilling website, AmazingRibs.com, “Meathead” Goldwyn applies the latest research to backyard
cooking and 118 thoroughly tested recipes. He explains why dry brining is better than wet brining; how
marinades really work; why rubs shouldn't have salt in them; how heat and temperature differ; the
importance of digital thermometers; why searing doesn't seal in juices; how salt penetrates but spices
don't; when charcoal beats gas and when gas beats charcoal; how to calibrate and tune a grill or smoker;
how to keep fish from sticking; cooking with logs; the strengths and weaknesses of the new pellet cookers;
tricks for rotisserie cooking; why cooking whole animals is a bad idea, which grill grates are best;and why
beer-can chicken is a waste of good beer and nowhere close to the best way to cook a bird. He shatters the
myths that stand in the way of perfection. Busted misconceptions include: • Myth: Bring meat to room
temperature before cooking. Busted! Cold meat attracts smoke better. • Myth: Soak wood before using it.
Busted! Soaking produces smoke that doesn't taste as good as dry fast-burning wood. • Myth: Bone-in
steaks taste better. Busted! The calcium walls of bone have no taste and they just slow cooking. • Myth:
You should sear first, then cook. Busted! Actually, that overcooks the meat. Cooking at a low temperature
first and searing at the end produces evenly cooked meat. Lavishly designed with hundreds of illustrations
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and full-color photos by the author, this book contains all the sure-fire recipes for traditional American
favorites and many more outside-the-box creations. You'll get recipes for all the great regional barbecue
sauces; rubs for meats and vegetables; Last Meal Ribs, Simon & Garfunkel Chicken; Schmancy Smoked
Salmon; The Ultimate Turkey; Texas Brisket; Perfect Pulled Pork; Sweet & Sour Pork with Mumbo Sauce;
Whole Hog; Steakhouse Steaks; Diner Burgers; Prime Rib; Brazilian Short Ribs; Rack Of Lamb Lollipops;
Huli-Huli Chicken; Smoked Trout Florida Mullet –Style; Baja Fish Tacos; Lobster, and many more.
Dans le frigo des grands chefs : Europe - Adrian Moore 2015
What happens when culinary genius meet domestic reality? The authors of this revelatory innovative cook
book visit the most daring and interesting chefs of today to profile their fridge contents, food habits, and
favorite home recipes. From Yotam Ottolenghi to Bo Bech, call in on the gurus of gourmet and bring their
cooking secrets to your kitchen.
The Whole Hog Cookbook - Libbie Summers 2011-09-13
Presents photographs and recipes for the major parts of a pig, ranging from popular sections such as the
loin and Boston shoulder to the lesser-known parts of the offal.
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook author Deb
Perelman knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws
that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to
Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman
loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny
Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting
venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to her. Have you ever searched
for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start?
What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her
award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost
entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously
illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about
approachable, uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables:
asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These
are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who
wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing results in a
minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking for a
crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect
side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
The Complete Book of Pork Butchering, Smoking, Curing, Sausage Making, and Cooking - Philip
Hasheider 2016-07-01
From nose to tail, there's a right and a wrong way to dress and cook a pig. Learn the right way. Pork is the
most consumed meat in the world. It's inexpensive and versatile, yet relatively few home cooks feel
comfortable moving beyond pork chops. And the vast majority never dream of making chorizo or curing
their own hams or bacon. The Complete Book of Pork Butchering, Smoking, Curing, Sausage Making, and
Cooking changes all that. For the home cook who wants to step up to the butcher block, this book is the
perfect guide. Equal parts butchering handbook, cookbook, and food history book, The Complete Book of
Pork Butchering, Smoking, Curing, Sausage Making, and Cooking allows food lovers to take on culinary
challenges, such as making their own sausage varieties or breaking down an entire pig, start to finish.
Knowing that a single, butchered market hog can produce 371 servings of pork, there's a lot of opportunity
for anyone lucky enough to get their hands on a whole hog. Even the folks who buy their meat in more
manageable quantities can tackle new recipes and techniques in this book. The book offers recipes,
photographs, and illustrations to turn average cooks into nose-to-tail butchering enthusiasts. It also
includes information about the history of pigs, meat storage and preservation techniques, and advice on
how to best use every part of the pig to its most flavorful effect. There's only one way to enjoy this book: Pig
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out!
The Book of St John - Fergus Henderson 2019-10-03
'The Book of St John is too witty to be a manifesto, but it is a sturdy invocation of the need for comfort,
generosity and ritual at the table. And it is a gurglingly delightful compendium of - quite simply - delicious
ideas and stories' Nigella Lawson 'An unutterable joy from the team behind one of the most influential and
important restaurants in Britain ... This is much more than a book of recipes, though (glorious as they are).
It’s also about the importance of the table, of feasting, of friendship, of the white cloth napkin on your knee.
And it sings of simple but wonderful pleasures: a bacon sandwich and a glass of cider, a doughnut and a
glass of champagne.’ Diana Henry, The Telegraph 'The Book of St. JOHN, part food gospel, part memoir,
part recipe book.' Observer Food Monthly Join the inimitable Fergus Henderson and Trevor Gulliver as they
welcome you into their world-famous restaurant, inviting you to celebrate 25 years of unforgettable,
innovative food. Established in 1994, St. JOHN has become renowned for its simplicity, its respect for
quality ingredients and for being a pioneer in zero waste cooking – they strive to use every part of an
ingredient, from leftover stale bread for puddings, bones for broths and stocks, to typically unused parts of
the animal (such as the tongue) being made the hero of a dish. Recipes include: Braised rabbit, mustard
and bacon Ox tongue, carrots and caper sauce Duck fat toast Smoked cod’s roe, egg and potato cake Confit
suckling pig shoulder and dandelion The Smithfield pickled cucumbers St. JOHN chutney Butterbean,
rosemary and garlic wuzz Honey and bay rice pudding Featuring all the best-loved seminal recipes as well
as comprehensive menus and wine recommendations, Fergus and Trevor will take a look back at the ethos
and working practices of a food dynasty that has inspired a generation of chefs and home cooks.
Pork - Phil Vickery 2018-12-27
This celebration of all that is great about pork showcases its fantastic versatility. Chapters cover Shoulder
& Ribs, Belly, Loin & Fillet, Ham, Bacon, Sausages and Oddbits (offal), and cover the recipes and
techniques needed to make everything from Dry-cured Ham, Chorizo and Salami to Smoked Pig Cheek
Pancetta and Black Pudding Fritters. The 100 international recipes hail from the USA, Spain, Italy,
Germany, Hungary, France and India, among others, and explore the cooking and preserving of pork
around the globe. The book also covers the rearing of pigs, including their feed regimes, day-to-day care
and the best diets to produce flavoursome meat. Essential reading for pork lovers everywhere.
Living High Off the Hog - Michael Olson 2019-09-17
A carnivore's love letter to one of the most versatile, affordable and tasty types of meat: pork. After 30
years as a professional chef, Michael Olson knows how to get the most out of his food. These days, he's also
a teacher and dinner-maker-in-chief, so he understands what home cooks are looking for when it's time to
eat. In Living High Off the Hog, Michael shares his wealth of knowledge and over 100 of his favorite pork
recipes. First, he gives you a rundown on everything you need to know about pork--how to buy, store,
butcher and prep various cuts, along with special sections on deli meats, charcuterie and BBQ. From there,
he shares his must-have pantry items and most-used cooking techniques to set you up for success as you
work through four extensive recipe chapters: The Deli Counter, Ground and Diced, Chops and Steaks and
Roasts and Big Cuts. With recipes like Bacon Okonomiyaki, Caramelized Chili Pork with Peanuts & Lime,
Schnitzel and Crispy Pork Belly, you'll find a huge variety of tastes and textures to explore. For special
occasions, you can dig deep into the low-and-slow world of BBQ and experiment with one of his recipes for
ribs, learn a new skill with a porchetta roast, or go hog wild and try your hand at roasting a whole pig. With
Michael's expert guidance, sense of humor and warm encouragement, you'll find recipes and learn
techniques to cook familiar classics, as well as expand beyond your regular repertoire with exciting new
ideas for all cuts of pork. Whether he's cooking a laid-back meal with his wife, fellow chef Anna Olson, or
entertaining a large group, Michael's main goal is to create simple yet delicious dishes from scratch, and
enjoy them with those he loves. For Michael, that's what "living high off the hog" is--the good life of
combining good food and great company around your table.
Storey's Guide to Raising Pigs, 3rd Edition - Kelly Klober 2009-12-23
Learn how to successfully raise your own pigs. Stressing the importance of sustainable and environmentally
friendly farming practices, Kelly Klober provides expert tips on making your hog operation more efficient
and profitable. Storey’s Guide to Raising Pigs will give beginners the confidence they need to succeed,
hog-proper-pork-recipes-from-the-snout-to-the-squeak

while inspiring experienced farmers to try new techniques and experiment with new breeds.
Grill Smoke BBQ - Ben Tish 2016-04-21
There's so much more to barbecues than sausages and burgers. At Ember Yard, chef director Ben Tish
excels in creating stunning grilled, barbecued, smoked, charred and slow-roasted dishes that enhance the
flavour of meat, fish and vegetables. You can make fantastic food on a barbecue, be it in a country garden,
on a tiny urban balcony or on a campsite. All you need is the simplest barbecue with a lid and some
charcoal, and you can make everything from pizzas to ribs, desserts and even Sunday roasts on a rainy
winter's day; there's no need to wait for the summer to get the barbecue out. Try Chargrilled Duck Breast
with Peas, Broad Beans and Hot Mint Sauce, Paella, Crispy Artichokes with Lemon and Sage, and amazing
Smoky Bitter-Chocolate Puddings. The smoky, rich taste of food cooked over an open fire is one of life's true
pleasures and these recipes will inspire you to use your barbecue for much, much more than just steak.
National Stockman and Farmer - 1918
Pork and Sons - Stéphane Reynaud 2007-04
Presents original recipes for cooking pork, and includes insight into the history of the pig and those who
raise them, and offers alternatives for hard-to-find ingredients.
Pork - Katharine M. Rogers 2012-09-15
“Pork. The Other White Meat.” The well known National Pork Board slogan doesn’t begin to describe the
many types of meat that fall under the umbrella of “pork.” The most versatile of meats, pork ranges from
the rich, delicate succulence of a roast loin to the dry, salty assertiveness of pancetta and bacon. Since the
Roman Empire, it has also been the most widely eaten meat—it formed the high point of Roman feasts and
was the mainstay of the traditional working class diet in Europe and North America. Pork: A Global History
follows the transition of pork from fashionable food to popular fare while also exploring the many edible
parts of a pig and ways they are prepared. Katharine Rogers depicts how pork stopped being featured at
aristocratic banquets and in high-end cookbooks as it became associated with the lower and middle classes.
She explains how European settlers brought pork to the Americas and that barrel pork, kept submerged in
a barrel of brine, was a staple of working class people in the United States. While roast suckling pig
remains the most luxurious form of pork, Rogers reveals that people also use pig’s blood to make black
puddings, its tail to flavor soups and stews, and its fat for frying and as a pastry shortening. Beautifully
illustrated and filled with recipes from around the world, Pork will be a necessary addition to the bookshelf
of any lover of bacon, sausage, and pork chops.
The Nasty Bits - Anthony Bourdain 2008-12-10
New York Times Bestseller The good, the bad, and the ugly, served up Bourdain-style. Bestselling chef and
Parts Unknown host Anthony Bourdain has never been one to pull punches. In The Nasty Bits, he serves up
a well-seasoned hellbroth of candid, often outrageous stories from his worldwide misadventures. Whether
scrounging for eel in the backstreets of Hanoi, revealing what you didn't want to know about the more
unglamorous aspects of making television, calling for the head of raw food activist Woody Harrelson, or
confessing to lobster-killing guilt, Bourdain is as entertaining as ever. Bringing together the best of his
previously uncollected nonfiction--and including new, never-before-published material--The Nasty Bits is a
rude, funny, brutal and passionate stew for fans and the uninitiated alike.
Pitt Cue Co. - The Cookbook - Tom Adams 2013-09-02
With great recipes for meats, sauces and rubs mixed with ideas for pickles, slaws, puddings and cocktails,
plus features on meats, equipment and methods, the Pitt Cue Co. Cookbook is your guide to enjoying the
best hot, smoky, sticky, spicy grub all year round. From Pitt Cue's legendary Pickle backs and bourbon
cocktails, to their acclaimed Pulled pork shoulder; Burnt ends mash; Smoked ox cheek toasts with pickled
walnuts; Lamb rib with molasses mop and onion salad; Chipotle & confit garlic slaw; Crispy pickled shiitake
mushrooms; Toffee apple grunt; Sticky bourbon & cola pudding and so much more, it's all irresistibly
delicious food to savour and share.
Pork Slaughtering, Cutting, Preserving, and Cooking on the Farm - H Russell Cross 2020-08-07
From nose to tail, there's a right and a wrong way to dress and cook a pig. Learn the right way.Pork is the
most consumed meat in the world. It's inexpensive and versatile, yet relatively few home cooks feel
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comfortable moving beyond pork chops. And the vast majority never dream of making chorizo or curing
their own hams or bacon.For the home cook who wants to step up to the butcher block, this book is the
perfect guide. Equal parts butchering handbook, cookbook, and food history book, Pork Slaughtering,
Cutting, Preserving, and Cooking on the Farm allows food lovers to take on culinary challenges, such as
making their own sausage varieties or breaking down an entire pig, start to finish. Knowing that a single,
butchered market hog can produce good servings of pork, there's a lot of opportunity for anyone lucky
enough to get their hands on a whole hog. Even the folks who buy their meat in more manageable
quantities can tackle new recipes and techniques in this book.The book offers recipes, photographs, and
illustrations to turn average cooks into nose-to-tail butchering enthusiasts. It also includes information
about the history of pigs, meat storage and preservation techniques, and advice on how to best use every
part of the pig to its most flavorful effect.There's only one way to enjoy this book: Pig out!
Bruce Aidells's Complete Book of Pork - Bruce Aidells 2004-10-26
Long the world's favorite meat, pork has surged in popularity in American kitchens thanks in part to highprotein diets, but mostly because of its adaptability to just about every taste. Whether you like spicy Asian
flavors, flavorful pan braises, or light and healthy grills, pork fills the bill. Now Bruce Aidells, America's
leading meat expert, presents a guide to pork's endless versatility, with 160 international recipes and
cooking and shopping tips. This comprehensive collection contains everything cooks need to know about
pork, including how to choose from the many cuts available, how to serve a crowd with ease, and how to
ensure moist pork chops and succulent roasts every time. Aidells offers temperature charts for perfect
grilling, roasting, and braising, as well as a landmark chapter with step-by-step instructions for home
curing. With Bruce Aidells as your guide, you will be making your own bacon, salami, and breakfast
sausages with ease. If you are looking to enhance everyday dining, there are recipes here for quick afterwork meals, as well as dramatic centerpiece main courses that are sure to impress guests. Bruce Aidells's
Complete Book of Pork is a matchless all-in-one guide that will become a kitchen classic.
Korean BBQ - Bill Kim 2018-04-17
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • A casual and practical guide to grilling with Korean-American flavors
from chef Bill Kim of Chicago's award-winning bellyQ restaurants, with 80 recipes tailored for home cooks
with suitable substitutions for hard-to-find ingredients. Born in Korea but raised in the American Midwest,
chef Bill Kim brings these two sensibilities together in Korean BBQ, translating Korean flavors for the
American consumer in a way that is friendly and accessible. This isn't a traditional Korean cookbook but a
Korean-American one, based on gatherings around the grill on weeknights and weekends. Kim teaches the
fundamentals of the Korean grill through flavor profiles that can be tweaked according to the griller's
preference, then gives an array of knockout recipes. Starting with seven master sauces (and three spice
rubs), you’ll soon be able to whip up a whole array of recipes, including Hoisin and Yuzu Edamame, Kimchi
Potato Salad, Kori-Can Pork Chops, Seoul to Buffalo Shrimp, BBQ Spiced Chicken Thighs, and Honey Soy
Flank Steak. From snacks and drinks to desserts and sides, Korean BBQ has everything you need to for a
fun and delicious time around the grill.
Beyond Bacon - Matthew McCarry 2013-07-02
Beyond Bacon pays homage to the humble hog by teaching you how to make more than a hundred recipes
featuring cuts from the entire animal. While bacon might be the most popular part of the pig for those
following the paleo diet, there is a plethora of other delicious and nutrient dense cuts to enjoy.Pastured
pork is rich in Omega 3 fatty acids and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), the "good fats" our doctors want us
to eat. Beyond Bacon breaks the myths behind this often eschewed meat and shows you how create
delectable dishes that are grain-, legume-, dairy-, and refined sugar-free. Beyond Bacon allows you to
improve your health and the environment by focusing on sustainable swine.Don't let the dried out pork of
your youth scare you away. All the recipes in Beyond Bacon are elegant yet approachable, making it the
ultimate cookbook for the foodie in you. You¦ll find: Grain-free Pie Crust, made with lard, Perfect Pork
Chops, better than most restaurant steaks, Swedish Meatballs with liver gravy, Pho Soup with chitterling
"noodles", instructions on how to properly BBQ and make your own sauces, and a guide to rendering your
own CLA-rich lard and how to cook with it.Beyond Bacon delivers mouth-watering photos for each delicious
recipe. With a rustic aesthetic and appreciation for tradition, Beyond Bacon recreates the rich and
hog-proper-pork-recipes-from-the-snout-to-the-squeak

wonderful food perfected generations ago in a healthful way.
Hog - Richard H. Turner 2015-04-02
'If you're after advice on what to do with any cut you can think of, look no further.' The Caterer 'Hog is a
bible for pork fans everywhere...the book celebrates the versatility, appeal and - most importantly - the
taste of the pig.' Great British Food Hog is a celebration of all things pig - from breeds and rearing, to
butchering and preparing, with techniques, features and more than 150 recipes for nose to tail eating. The
comprehensive range of dishes includes hams, bacon, sausages, charcuterie, pates, confits, roasts, grills,
hotpots, ragouts, pies, casseroles, scratchings, crackling, trotters and much more - with a foreword from
Josh Ozersky and guest contributions from a range of British, American and International chefs and cooks
including Diana Henry, Meredith Erickson, Judy Joo, Valentine Warner, Neil Rankin, Mitch Tonks, Fergus
Henderson and Aaron Franklin.
Rodney Scott's World of BBQ - Rodney Scott 2021-03-16
IACP AWARD FINALIST • In the first cookbook by a Black pitmaster, James Beard Award–winning chef
Rodney Scott celebrates an incredible culinary legacy through his life story, family traditions, and
unmatched dedication to his craft. “BBQ is such an important part of African American history, and no one
is better at BBQ than Rodney.”—Marcus Samuelsson, chef and restaurateur ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New York Times, The Washington Post, Time Out, Food52, Taste of
Home, Garden & Gun, Epicurious, Vice, Salon, Southern Living, Wired, Library Journal Rodney Scott was
born with barbecue in his blood. He cooked his first whole hog, a specialty of South Carolina barbecue,
when he was just eleven years old. At the time, he was cooking at Scott's Bar-B-Q, his family's barbecue
spot in Hemingway, South Carolina. Now, four decades later, he owns one of the country's most awarded
and talked-about barbecue joints, Rodney Scott's Whole Hog BBQ in Charleston. In this cookbook, cowritten by award-winning writer Lolis Eric Elie, Rodney spills what makes his pit-smoked turkey, barbecued
spare ribs, smoked chicken wings, hush puppies, Ella's Banana Puddin', and award-winning whole hog so
special. Moreover, his recipes make it possible to achieve these special flavors yourself, whether you're a
barbecue pro or a novice. From the ins and outs of building your own pit to poignant essays on South
Carolinian foodways and traditions, this stunningly photographed cookbook is the ultimate barbecue
reference. It is also a powerful work of storytelling. In this modern American success story, Rodney details
how he made his way from the small town where he worked for his father in the tobacco fields and in the
smokehouse, to the sacrifices he made to grow his family's business, and the tough decisions he made to
venture out on his own in Charleston. Rodney Scott's World of BBQ is an uplifting story that speaks to how
hope, hard work, and a whole lot of optimism built a rich celebration of his heritage—and of unforgettable
barbecue.
A Girl and Her Pig - April Bloomfield 2012-04-10
In A Girl and Her Pig, April Bloomfield takes home cooks on an intimate tour of the food that has made her
a star. Thoughtful, voice-driven recipes go behind the scenes of Bloomfield's lauded restaurants—The
Spotted Pig, The Breslin, and The John Dory—and into her own home kitchen, where her attention to detail
and reverence for honest ingredients result in unforgettable dishes that reflect her love for the tactile
pleasures of cooking and eating. Bloomfield's innovative yet refreshingly straightforward recipes, which
pair her English roots with a deeply Italian influence, offer an unfailingly modern and fresh sensibility and
showcase her bold flavors, sensitive handling of seasonal produce, and nose-to-tail ethos. A cookbook as
delightful and lacking in pretention as Bloomfield herself, A Girl and Her Pig combines exquisite food with
charming narratives on Bloomfield's journey from working-class England to the apex of the culinary world,
along with loving portraits of the people who have guided her along the way.
The Hog Book - Jesse Griffiths 2021-06
The Hog Book: a Chef's Guide to Hunting, Butchering and Cooking Wild Pigs walks new and seasoned
hunters and wild food aficionados through the winding - and often misunderstood- path of hunting,
processing, butchering and cooking feral hogs. From history and distribution to curing and packaging, this
complete guide delves into every aspect of utilizing this invasive species as a delicious food source.
Designed for beginners or advanced cooks, The Hog Book contains over 100 recipes from whole hog
cookery to sausage to offal. Author Jesse Griffiths is a dedicated hog hunter and consumer, again working
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in partnership with lauded photographer Jody Horton after the success of their first collaboration, Afield.
Beyond Nose to Tail - Fergus Henderson 2008-12-06
Written in the same entertaining and accessible voice that made Nose to Tail Eating a certified foodie
classic, this beautiful new collection of recipes by Fergus Henderson teaches you everything you'll ever
need to know to prepare even more mouthwatering offal classics, from pork scratching, fennel and ox
tongue soup, and pressed pig's ear to sourdough loaves and lardy cakes, chocolate baked Alaska, burnt
sheep's milk yogurt, and goat's curd cheesecake, among others. While taking you through more than a
hundred simple, easy-to-follow recipes, Henderson explains why nearly every part of every animal we eat is
a delicious treat waiting for the hands of a patient cook to prepare it.
Pig - James Villas 2010-04-26
A nose-to-tail guide to the very best Southern pork recipes, from award-winning food writer James Villas
Though beef, poultry, and fish all have their place in Southern cuisine, one animal stands snout and
shoulders above the rest—the mighty pig. From bacon to barbecue, from pork loin to pork belly, James
Villas's Pig: King of the Southern Table presents the pride of the South in all its glory. 300 mouth-watering
recipes range from the basics like sausages, ribs, and ham to creative ideas involving hashes, burgers,
gumbos, and casseroles. A North Carolina native, Villas doesn't just provide great pork recipes but also
brings the spirit of Southern cooking alive with tasty cultural and historical tidbits and favorite recipes from
beloved restaurants like Louis Osteen's on Pawley's Island and Crook's Corner in Chapel Hill. With
gorgeous full-color photography and recipes from Maryland to Louisiana and everywhere in between, Pig is
the definitive take on the South's favorite animal. Includes 300 recipes for pork dishes of all kinds,
including appetizers, soups, sides, rice dishes, and even breads Features recipes like Cajun Boudin Rice
Sausage, Bacon-Wrapped Pork Loin with Dates and Walnuts, Mississippi Spice-Stuffed Baked Ham, and
Collard Greens with Pork Belly Offers more than just recipes—the book includes a pig-parts primer, a
glossary of pig cooking terms, and cooking tips and sidebars throughout Written by James Villas, winner of
two James Beard Journalism Awards and former food and wine editor of Town & Country magazine for 27
years Whether you're planning the perfect summer barbecue or just looking for new ideas for family
dinners, Pig shares the secrets of great Southern cooking with every corner of the nation.
MEAT - Pat LaFrieda 2014-09-02
A third-generation butcher and owner of New York's premier meatpacking business introduces home cooks
to a full range of cuts and butchering skills while sharing 75 recipes for beef, pork, lamb, veal and poultry.
60,000 first printing.
Pure Pork Awesomeness - Kevin Gillespie 2015-03-31
"Like Bubba Gump and his shrimp, I have a million ways to cook pork because I love it so much. If I had
only one animal to eat forevermore, I would eat pigs. You could have a pork chop one day, pulled pork
another, and cured bacon the next day, and they’d all taste completely different. You can't do that with
chicken. Chicken tastes like chicken no matter what part of the animal you eat. And I love beef and lamb,
but they don't have the amazing versatility of pork. Pork can be the star of the show or a background flavor.
But no matter where it shows up, pork is always welcome on my table." ---from the introduction, Kiss a Pig
On Bravo TV's season six of Top Chef, Kevin Gillespie became known for his love of pork. He literally wears
it on his sleeve with his forearm tatoo. His first book, Fire in My Belly, a James Beard Award finalist,
included his famous Bacon Jam. Now he shares his passion and love of pork in a book devoted entirely to
the subject. Pure Pork Awesomeness celebrates pork's delicious versatility with more than 100 easy-tofollow recipes. Dig into everything from Bacon Popcorn and Bourbon Street Pork Chops to Korean
Barbecued Pork Bulgogi, Vietnamese Spareribs with Chile and Lemongrass, and Banoffee Trifle with
Candied Bacon. Organized like the pig itself, recipes use every cut of pork from shoulder and tenderloin to
pork belly and ham. Find out how to buy the best-tasting pork available, differences among heritage breeds
of pigs, and what to do with new cuts like "ribeye of pork". . . all from a witty, talented chef who knows the
ins and outs of cooking pork at home.
The Whole Beast: Nose to Tail Eating - Fergus Henderson 2004-03-30
The Whole Beast: Nose to Tail Eating is a certified "foodie" classic. In it, Fergus Henderson -- whose
London restaurant, St. John, is a world-renowned destination for people who love to eat "on the wild side" -hog-proper-pork-recipes-from-the-snout-to-the-squeak

presents the recipes that have marked him out as one of the most innovative, yet traditional, chefs. Here
are recipes that hark back to a strong rural tradition of delicious thrift, and that literally represent
Henderson's motto, "Nose to Tail Eating" -- be they Pig's Trotter Stuffed with Potato, Rabbit Wrapped in
Fennel and Bacon, or his signature dish of Roast Bone Marrow and Parsley Salad. For those of a less
carnivorous bent, there are also splendid dishes such as Deviled Crab; Smoked Haddock, Mustard, and
Saffron; Green Beans, Shallots, Garlic, and Anchovies; and to keep the sweetest tooth happy, there are
gloriously satisfying puddings, notably the St. John Eccles Cakes, and a very nearly perfect Chocolate Ice
Cream.
Odd Bits - Jennifer McLagan 2011-09-13
The eagerly anticipated follow-up to the author’s award-winning Bones and Fat, Odd Bits features over 100
recipes devoted to the “rest of the animal,” those under-appreciated but incredibly flavorful and versatile
alternative cuts of meat. We’re all familiar with the prime cuts—the beef tenderloin, rack of lamb, and pork
chops. But what about kidneys, tripe, liver, belly, cheek, and shank? Odd Bits will not only restore our taste
for these cuts, but will also remove the mystery of cooking with offal, so food lovers can approach them as
confidently as they would a steak. From the familiar (pork belly), to the novel (cockscomb), to the
downright challenging (lamb testicles), Jennifer McLagan provides expert advice and delicious recipes to
make these odd bits part of every enthusiastic cook’s repertoire.
Cooking for Geeks - Jeff Potter 2010-07-20
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook in mind, providing the
science behind cooking, the physiology of taste, and the techniques of molecular gastronomy.
The Complete Nose to Tail - Fergus Henderson 2012-01-01
'It would be disingenuous to the animal not to make the most of the whole beast; there is a set of delights,
textural and flavoursome, which lie beyond the fillet.' Thus Fergus Henderson set out his stall when in 1994
he opened St. John, now one of the world's most admired restaurants. With a combination of sophistication
and peasant thriftiness, his two Nose to Tail books have gained cult status in the world of cookbooks. Now
they have been joined together inThe Complete Nose to Tail, a compendious volume with additional recipes
and more photography from the brilliant Jason Lowe.This collection of recipes includes traditional
favourites like Eccles cakes, devilled kidneys, and seed cake with a glass of Madeira, as well as many St.
John classics for more adventurous gastronomes - roast bone marrow and parsley salad, deep-fried tripe
and pot-roast half pig's head to name but a few.With a dozen new recipes on top of 250 existing ones,
exceptional production values and more than 100 beautiful, witty photographs, The Complete Nose to Tail
is not only comprehensive but completely irresistible.
Nose to Tail Eating - Fergus Henderson 2004
Fergus Henderson caused something of a sensation when he opened his restaurant St John in London in
1995. Set in a former smokehouse near Smithfield meat market, its striking, high-ceilinged white interior
provides a dramatic setting for food of dazzling boldness and simplicity. As signalled by the restaurant's
logo of a pig (reproduced on the cover of Nose to Tail Eating) and appropriately given the location, at St
John the emphasis is firmly on meat. And not the noisettes, fillets, magrets and so forth of standard
restaurant portion-control, all piled up into little towers in the middle of the plate- Henderson serves up the
inner organs of beasts and fowls in big, exhilarating dishes that combine high sophistication with peasant
roughness. Nose to Tail Eating is a collection of these recipes, celebrating, as the title implies, the thrifty
rural British traditions of making delicious virtue out of using every part of the animal. Henderson's
wonderful signature dish, Roast Bone Marrow and Parsley Salad, is among the starters, along with Grilled,
Marinated Calf's Heart and the gruesome-sounding but apparently delicious Rolled Pig's Spleen. He is a
great advocate of salting and brining and tends to use saturated animals fats (duck, goose, lard) in
quantities that would make a dietician blench. But when the results are dishes of the calibre of Brined Pork
Belly, Roasted, Lamb's Tongues, Turnips, Bacon and Salted Duck's Legs, Green Beans, and Cornmeal
Dumplings, who cares? Fish at St John avoids the usual fare - no monkfish or red mullet here; instead
herring roes, salt cod, eel, brill and skate. Vegetables are mashed (swede, celeriac) or roasted (pumpkin,
tomatoes) and he dares to serve boiled brussels sprouts. The puddings (not desserts) are a starry dream of
school dinners- Treacle Tart, St John's Eccles Cakes and a 'very nearly perfect' Chocolate Ice Cream. Not
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perhaps for the faint of heart, but for the adventurous an exciting feast of new and rediscovered flavours
and textures.
Charcuterie and French Pork Cookery - Jane Grigson 2008-11-04
This timeless classic of French cuisine brings age-old mastery of everything pork into your kitchen, one
easy-to-follow step at a time. Every town in France has at least one charcutier, whose windows are dressed
with astonishing displays of delicious food: pâté, terrines, galantines, jambon, saucissons, and boudins. The
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charcutier will also sell olives, anchovies, and condiments, as well as various salads of his own creation,
making it an essential stop when assembling picnics or impromptu meals. But the real skill of the
charcutier lies in his transformation of the pig into an array of delicacies; a trade which goes back at least
as far as classical Rome, when Gaul was famed for its hams. First published in 1969, Jane Grigson’s classic
Charcuterie and French Pork Cookery is a guide and a recipe book. She describes every type of charcuterie
available for purchase and how to make them yourself. She describes how to braise, roast, pot-roast, and
stew all cuts of pork, how to make terrines, and how to cure ham and make sausages at home.
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